Cells, growth factors and bioactive surface properties in a mechanobiological model of implant healing.
Interface conditions are of prime importance for implant fixation in the early post-operative period and modelling of specific biochemical interactions at implant surface is still missing. We hypothesized that updating osteoblast adhesion properties and growth factor source in an active zone located at the implant surface was relevant to model biochemical interactions of implant with its environment. We proposed an innovative set of diffusive-convective-reactive equations which relevant parameters were the cell decay factor, the cell motility and the growth factor balance. Initial comparison with histomorphometic results from a stable PMMA canine implant model provided an encouraging base to implement a numerical sensitivity analysis to evaluate the role of three types of bioactive surfaces: acid-etched titanium, coarse grit-blasted acid-etched titanium and coarse grit-blasted acid-etched titanium with RGDS peptide. We found that cell diffusion decrease (acid-etched+RGDS peptide vs. PMMA), and increase of local growth factor fraction (PMMA vs. acid-etched+RGDS peptide), significantly improved the amount of mineralized tissue on the implant surface. When the variation of structural fraction to cell motility and growth factor synthesis was investigated, an envelope pattern with an optimum was obtained but this could be exceeded for strong surface modifications and/or for high growth factor concentrations. The model also confirmed that implant bioactive properties should play a limited role to reduce heterogeneity of new-formed tissue. In conclusion, we suggested that our innovative theoretical approach was relevant to investigate implant fixation and could potentially help in reduction of implant revision.